Job posting

With immediate effect, Sea-Eye e. V. is looking to fill a **temporary or permanent position starting immediately**.

Chief Engineer (m/f/d)

Sea-Eye e. V. is a civil aid organization that was founded in 2015 to no longer stand by and watch people dying in the Mediterranean Sea. With our rescue ship SEA-EYE 4, we search for people in distress on the world's deadliest migration route and fight against the daily loss of life at sea.

*If you identify with our work, our goals and our core values, then apply to join us now!*  

**TASKS**
• Leadership of engine department and its staff  
• Responsibility for the safe operation and maintenance of all engine plants  
• Responsibility for respecting and implementing all international regulations  
• Responsibility for engine room inventory  
• Communication between Engine Department and Bridge Department  
• Keeping documents and Logbook up-to-date

**YOUR PROFILE**
• Valid certificates of competency according to STCW Convention III/3, VI/2 (1), VI/3, VI/1,  
• German endorsement/ willingness to get a German endorsement  
• Valid medical certificate for sea service  
• Team leading and communication skills  
• Microsoft Office skills  
• Good English language skills  
• Willingness to work with volunteers

**WE OFFER**
• A highly interesting and dynamic working environment  
• Insight into the work of a sea rescue organisation  
• Salary: 3900 Euro/gross per month  
• Prospect of longer-term employment (2 month on/ off rotation)
YOUR CHANCE
Send us your CV, certificates and proof of relevant academic and professional experience as a PDF document (max. 3 MB) to peter.obamwonyi@sea-eye.de with the subject “Application: ChEng”.

NOTE ON DATA PROTECTION
The data collected during the application process will be processed exclusively for the purpose of carrying out the application process. If an application is not considered or is withdrawn, it will be deleted together with the personal data collected no later than six months after the rejection or withdrawal of the application.